buzzerSpot

Specifications:

Seismic/magnetic detector with built-in buzzer
Function
buzzerSpot is a wireless detector, which contains a seismic sensor, two magnetic
sensors and a build-in buzzer. The seismic sensor reacts to vibrations and it is
possible to adjust the sensitivity of the seismic sensor on the central unit. The two
magnetic sensors are activated by means of an external magnet within a short
distance. The unit is supplied with an internal battery.
buzzerSpot contains two magnetic sensors, but one of them has only a sabotage
function meaning that if both magnetic sensors are activated at the same time a
malfunction will be registered.
It is possible to use both the seismic sensor and one of the magnetic sensors at the
same time. The central unit program will indicate if the seismic sensor or/and the
magnetic sensor must be used.
When the detector is making an alarm a wireless signal is transferred to the central
unit. Furthermore the build-in buzzer starts to sound for 6 sec. When a new alarm
occurs the buzzer start again for 6 sec.

79 x 39 x 9 mm

Weight incl. internal battery:

25 g

Radius of wireless signal:

Up to 1000m by exterior
measurement.

Detection distance from magnetic
sensor:

Up to 25 mm

Buzzer sound pressure level

80 dBA/10cm

Power supply:

Battery

Battery life span:

approx. 5 years

Temperature:

minus 10o to plus 55o Celsius

Spare parts and accessories:

Assembling:
buzzerSpot must be placed as high as possible. Preferably so that the antenna is
placed either in the right or left corner of the object, which it is placed on. Note that
the end of the antenna must not be hidden behind metal or reinforced concrete.
This considerably limits the reach of the antenna.

To obtain the correct sensitivity on the
seismic sensor the detector must not be
installed with a down-pointing antenna.

Dimensions:

Detector, 868MHz:

Profort number 004340

Battery:

Profort number 004029

Double-sided tape 2x5cm:

Profort number 299003

Magnet:

Profort number 004028

Operating manual

Profort number 104010

The magnetic sensor, which is used, is placed
behind the star in the logo, see diagram. If a
magnet is led to or away from the place, an alarm
will be registered. The magnet can be installed
either on the object or on the wall. It is important
that the magnet is placed directly opposite the
the magnetic sensor.

The detector is installed by means of double-sided tape or through the hole. Don’t
place object close at the buzzer. The sound pressure level can be affected.

Service and maintenance:
Every 6 month a check must be made whether or not the detector can be activated.
This can be done either by shaking the detectors or removing the enclosed magnet.
Then it must be checked whether an alarm has been registered from the detector on
the central unit. Also the functionality of the buzzer must be checked. If the
detector doesn’t work the battery is exchanged. If it still doesn’t work, the entire
detector is exchanged.

The detector’s battery is exchanged by
loosening the two screws at the back of the
detector. The battery is loosened carefully by
the fingers. Hereafter the new battery is put in.
Note that the antenna must be placed so that it
is not squeezed when the cover is installed.
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